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This is a thoughtful and probing book. AtThis is a thoughtful and probing book. At

first, I wondered whether the evidence basefirst, I wondered whether the evidence base

for the various types of psychologicalfor the various types of psychological

therapy would be summarised. This ap-therapy would be summarised. This ap-

proach is not taken. Instead, the nature ofproach is not taken. Instead, the nature of

evidence itself is explored. It is intended toevidence itself is explored. It is intended to

show that ‘evidence takes many forms in ashow that ‘evidence takes many forms in a

psychologically complex field’ and to lookpsychologically complex field’ and to look

at how evidence can be gathered and usedat how evidence can be gathered and used

across a range of practice, from theacross a range of practice, from the

behavioural therapies to psychoanalysis.behavioural therapies to psychoanalysis.

From the outset there is acknowledgementFrom the outset there is acknowledgement

of the difficulty of applying an evidence-of the difficulty of applying an evidence-

based model to the psychotherapies and anbased model to the psychotherapies and an

awareness that attitudes towards theawareness that attitudes towards the

scientific method can vary from ‘willingscientific method can vary from ‘willing

borrowing to deep distrust’.borrowing to deep distrust’.

The book follows on from a conferenceThe book follows on from a conference

organised by the Royal College of Psychia-organised by the Royal College of Psychia-

trists, the University Psychotherapy Asso-trists, the University Psychotherapy Asso-

ciation and the Association of Universityciation and the Association of University

Teachers of Psychiatry. The contributors,Teachers of Psychiatry. The contributors,

17 in total, come from a variety of specialist17 in total, come from a variety of specialist

backgrounds, including law, sociology andbackgrounds, including law, sociology and

philosophy as well as psychoanalysis,philosophy as well as psychoanalysis,

cognitive–behavioural therapy, psychologycognitive–behavioural therapy, psychology

and psychiatry.and psychiatry.

In the opening chapter, a professor ofIn the opening chapter, a professor of

law discusses how the legal concept oflaw discusses how the legal concept of

evidence, grounded in the need to resolve aevidence, grounded in the need to resolve a

case (where establishing the truth may be acase (where establishing the truth may be a

subsidiary consideration), differs signifi-subsidiary consideration), differs signifi-

cantly from scientific concepts regardingcantly from scientific concepts regarding

evidence. He contrasts the intense debateevidence. He contrasts the intense debate

within the medical profession about whatwithin the medical profession about what

constitutes best-evidence practice with theconstitutes best-evidence practice with the

almost ‘complete absence of discussion ofalmost ‘complete absence of discussion of

best-evidence practice within the legalbest-evidence practice within the legal

profession’.profession’.

In a chapter on research, MichaelIn a chapter on research, Michael

Rustin argues that the process of know-Rustin argues that the process of know-

ledge generation in the clinical fields ofledge generation in the clinical fields of

psychoanalytical and systemic psychother-psychoanalytical and systemic psychother-

apy are inadequately captured by conven-apy are inadequately captured by conven-

tional concepts of research in psychologytional concepts of research in psychology

and psychiatry. He highlights the valuableand psychiatry. He highlights the valuable

convergence taking place between psycho-convergence taking place between psycho-

analytical research and some forms ofanalytical research and some forms of

empirical developmental psychology, whichempirical developmental psychology, which

he considers demonstrates the ‘fertility ofhe considers demonstrates the ‘fertility of

methodological pluralism in the mentalmethodological pluralism in the mental

health field’. He points out the discrepancyhealth field’. He points out the discrepancy

between ‘pure models’ and their everydaybetween ‘pure models’ and their everyday

application. The medical profession’s em-application. The medical profession’s em-

phasis on ‘normalisation’ (in psychiatry byphasis on ‘normalisation’ (in psychiatry by

reference to standard diagnostic classifica-reference to standard diagnostic classifica-

tion) differs from the psychotherapists’tion) differs from the psychotherapists’

focus on the ‘elaboration of individualfocus on the ‘elaboration of individual

meanings’ and the exploration of identity.meanings’ and the exploration of identity.

Simon Wessely, in contrast, championsSimon Wessely, in contrast, champions

the randomised control trial as the con-the randomised control trial as the con-

clusive arbiter of treatments that work asclusive arbiter of treatments that work as

opposed to those that should be avoided.opposed to those that should be avoided.

He cites the accumulating evidence thatHe cites the accumulating evidence that

psychological debriefing is not an effectivepsychological debriefing is not an effective

treatment for post-traumatic stress disordertreatment for post-traumatic stress disorder

as an example of ‘evidence’ that challengesas an example of ‘evidence’ that challenges

us because it appears to be counterintuitive.us because it appears to be counterintuitive.

He cautions against the tendency to clingHe cautions against the tendency to cling

unquestioningly to treatments. All effectiveunquestioningly to treatments. All effective

treatments have the potential to do harm astreatments have the potential to do harm as

well as good, so it behoves us to ascertainwell as good, so it behoves us to ascertain

whether overall the balance is in favour ofwhether overall the balance is in favour of

the latter rather than the former.the latter rather than the former.

The randomised trial is examined fromThe randomised trial is examined from

another perspective by Phil Richardson,another perspective by Phil Richardson,

who explores the limitations of the ‘drugwho explores the limitations of the ‘drug

metaphor’ as applied to psychodynamicmetaphor’ as applied to psychodynamic

psychotherapy. Paul Sturdee, in his chapter,psychotherapy. Paul Sturdee, in his chapter,

questions the evidential status of scientificquestions the evidential status of scientific

research. He points out that scientificresearch. He points out that scientific

evidence is not immune to commercialevidence is not immune to commercial

influences and therefore should be in-influences and therefore should be in-

terpreted in that context. The nature ofterpreted in that context. The nature of

meaning in psychotherapy is looked at bymeaning in psychotherapy is looked at by

Digby Tantum and he specifically focusesDigby Tantum and he specifically focuses

on how psychotherapeutic interventions acton how psychotherapeutic interventions act

as organisers of meaning.as organisers of meaning.

There are further chapters on: single-caseThere are further chapters on: single-case

methodology; hypothesis-testing in cognitive–methodology; hypothesis-testing in cognitive–

behavioural therapy and psychoanalyticalbehavioural therapy and psychoanalytical

psychotherapy; audit; cognitive–analyticpsychotherapy; audit; cognitive–analytic

therapy; and ‘practice-based evidence’ intherapy; and ‘practice-based evidence’ in

psychotherapy.psychotherapy.

If there is any criticism of this book it isIf there is any criticism of this book it is

that the range of contributions makes itthat the range of contributions makes it

difficult to integrate the various argumentsdifficult to integrate the various arguments

into a cohesive whole. However, thisinto a cohesive whole. However, this

diversity is an antidote to the often simplis-diversity is an antidote to the often simplis-

tic promotion of the evidence-based model.tic promotion of the evidence-based model.

Well-balanced, the varied perspectives giveWell-balanced, the varied perspectives give

the book breadth as well as depth. This is athe book breadth as well as depth. This is a

fascinating and rewarding read and can befascinating and rewarding read and can be

recommended as an intelligent guide forrecommended as an intelligent guide for

practitioners of psychological therapies.practitioners of psychological therapies.
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This second edition ofThis second edition of Finding the EvidenceFinding the Evidence

was published in October 2001: the firstwas published in October 2001: the first

edition is already available online, atedition is already available online, at

http:\\www.focusproject.org.uk, underhttp:\\www.focusproject.org.uk, under

completed work and available resources.completed work and available resources.

As the editors comment in their introduc-As the editors comment in their introduc-

tion, this is ‘a living document’ and it istion, this is ‘a living document’ and it is

hoped that this version will be updatedhoped that this version will be updated

with new material every 6 months. Thewith new material every 6 months. The
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